Software: Supporting US Through COVID

ALABAMA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Alabama, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 3.7 percent since 2018.

$270 million

1

21% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Alabama2

Total

61,953 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Alabama’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

30,446 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$4.6 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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ALASKA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Alaska, the number of jobs created by the software
industry has increased 11.9 percent since 2018.

R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Total

30% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Alaska2

$6 million

1

3,213 jobs

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Alaska’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

1,583 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$291 million
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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ARIZONA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Arizona, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 7.2 percent since 2018.

$409 million

1

8.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Arizona2

Total

136,493 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Arizona’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

57,355 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$10.4 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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ARKANSAS
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Arkansas, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 8.9 percent since 2018.

$105 million

1

24.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Arkansas2

Total

17,304 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Arkansas’ economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

12,680 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$2 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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CALIFORNIA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In California, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 10.5 percent since 2018.

$53.7 billion

1

41.4% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in California2

Total

2,187,298 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

California’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

618,968 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$269.5 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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COLORADO
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Colorado, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 10.2 percent since 2018.

$1.1 billion

1

26.4% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Colorado2

Total

203,711 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Colorado’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

100,101 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$23.1 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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CONNECTICUT
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers.

$185 million

1

Total

3% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Connecticut2

114,917 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Connecticut’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

31,892 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$10.2 billion

$7.7 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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DELAWARE
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers.

$39 million

1

Total

2.7% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Delaware2

13,654 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Delaware’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

5,673 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$1.7 billion

$1.1 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In the District, the total number of jobs supported by
the software industry has increased 19.2 percent since 2018.

$159 million

1

57.2% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in the District
of Columbia2

Total

70,469 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

The District of Columbia’s
economy and workforce
benefit from software’s
broad investment in new
technologies. From deriving
new value from data analytics
in local industries to pushing
next-generation innovations
like quantum computing,
the software industry’s
commitment to R&D ensures
continued strong future
growth.

Direct

31,063 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$10.3 billion

$7.8 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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FLORIDA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Florida, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 10.1 percent since 2018.

$1.1 billion

1

23.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Florida2

Total

302,119 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Florida’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

150,497 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$31.1 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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GEORGIA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Georgia, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 7.9 percent since 2018.

$1.2 billion

1

28.3% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Georgia2

Total

212,334 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Georgia’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

113,425 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$23.3 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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HAWAII
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers.

$24 million

1

Total

27% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Hawaii2

16,499 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Hawaii’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

5,071 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$1.2 billion

$989 million

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

IDAHO
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Idaho, the number of jobs created by the software
industry has increased 17.1 percent since 2018.

$36 million

1

1.5% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Idaho2

Total

24,623 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Idaho’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

8,183 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$1.9 billion

$1.5 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

ILLINOIS
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Illinois, the total number of jobs supported by the
software industry has increased 3.8 percent since 2018.

$1.2 billion

1

10% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Illinois2

Total

404,184 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Illinois’ economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

117,417 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$34.1 billion

$29.3 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

INDIANA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Indiana, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 8.5 percent since 2018.

$191 million

1

3.2% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Indiana2

Total

73,130 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Indiana’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

35,987 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$5.9 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

IOWA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Iowa, the total number of jobs supported by the
software industry has increased 2.2 percent since 2018.

$212 million

1

8.3% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Iowa2

Total

37,146 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Iowa’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

17,557 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$3.8 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

KANSAS
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers.

$325 million

1

Total

19.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Kansas2

43,855 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Kansas’ economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

21,240 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$3.9 billion

$3.8 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

KENTUCKY
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Kentucky, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 5.6 percent since 2018.

$72 million

1

6.1% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Kentucky2

Total

30,735 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Kentucky’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

20,437 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$2.9 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

LOUISIANA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Louisiana, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 5.8 percent since 2018.

$45 million

1

12.5% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Louisiana2

Total

29,345 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Louisiana’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

14,599 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$2.2 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

MAINE
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Maine, the number of jobs created by the software
industry has increased 6.7 percent since 2018.

$40 million

1

15% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Maine2

Total

19,520 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Maine’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

6,961 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$1.4 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

MARYLAND
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Maryland, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 4.1 percent since 2018.

$513 million

1

12.1% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Maryland2

Total

182,867 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Maryland’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

90,684 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$23.6 billion

$17.8 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

MASSACHUSETTS
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Massachusetts, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 5.6 percent since 2018.

$3.5 billion

1

15.5% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Massachusetts2

Total

477,131 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Massachusetts’ economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

140,006 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$41.7 billion

$40.3 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

MICHIGAN
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers.

$608 million

1

Total

3% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Michigan2

165,215 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Michigan’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

62,933 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$16.9 billion

$13.6 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

MINNESOTA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers.

$840 million

1

Total

12% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Minnesota2

87,024 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Minnesota’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

50,814 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$12.5 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

MISSISSIPPI
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Mississippi, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 7.3 percent since 2018.

$15 million

1

6% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Mississippi2

Total

9,141 jobs

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Mississippi’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

6,901 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$1 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

MISSOURI
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Missouri, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 5.5 percent since 2018.

$707 million

1

17.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Missouri2

Total

155,611 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Missouri’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

60,839 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$11.4 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

MONTANA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers.

$42 million

1

Total

26.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Montana2

10,176 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Montana’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

5,510 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$889 million
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

NEBRASKA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Nebraska, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 9.2 percent since 2018.

$246 million

1

48% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Nebraska2

Total

27,951 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Nebraska’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

20,642 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$3.7 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

NEVADA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Nevada, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 0.9 percent since 2018.

$68 million

1

10.7% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Nevada2

Total

32,991 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Nevada’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

13,020 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$3.3 billion

$2.9 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

NEW HAMPSHIRE
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In New Hampshire, the number of jobs created by
the software industry has increased 2.1 percent since 2018.

$189 million

1

19.1% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in New Hampshire2

Total

42,678 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

New Hampshire’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

17,411 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$4.9 billion

$4 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

NEW JERSEY
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In New Jersey, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 1 percent since 2018.

$805 million

1

4.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in New Jersey2

Total

306,605 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

New Jersey’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

91,646 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$26.3 billion

$26.2 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

NEW MEXICO
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In New Mexico, the number of jobs supported by the
software industry has increased 22.8 percent since 2018.

$75 million

1

20.1% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in New Mexico2

Total

15,445 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

New Mexico’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

7,169 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$1.2 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

NEW YORK
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In New York, the total number of jobs supported by
the software industry has increased 15.8 percent since 2018.

$6.3 billion

1

41.1% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in New York2

Total

964,764 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

New York’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

210,168 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$82.2 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

NORTH CAROLINA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In North Carolina, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 1.3 percent since 2018.

$2.1 billion

1

26.5% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in North Carolina2

Total

218,283 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

North Carolina’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

90,772 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$20.1 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

NORTH DAKOTA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In North Dakota, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 4.9 percent since 2018.

$113 million

1

39.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in North Dakota2

Total

6,093 jobs

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

North Dakota’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

4,940 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$923 million
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

OHIO
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Ohio, the number of jobs created by the software
industry has increased 4.1 percent since 2018.

$684 million

1

10% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Ohio2

Total

218,210 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Ohio’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

86,159 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$16.3 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

OKLAHOMA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Oklahoma, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 3.6 percent since 2018.

$112 million

1

13.6% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Oklahoma2

Total

31,353 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Oklahoma’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

12,386 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$2.9 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

OREGON
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Oregon, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 8.3 percent since 2018.

$1.1 billion

1

12.7% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Oregon2

Total

118,439 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Oregon’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

36,736 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$9.8 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

PENNSYLVANIA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Pennsylvania, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 5 percent since 2018.

$1.1 billion

1

10.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Pennsylvania2

Total

303,441 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Pennsylvania’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

98,099 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$23.9 billion

$21.3 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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RHODE ISLAND
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers.

$19 million

1

Total

2.9% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Rhode Island2

18,427 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Rhode Island’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

8,805 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$1.7 billion

$1.5 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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SOUTH CAROLINA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In South Carolina, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 9.5 percent since 2018.

$196 million

1

13.4% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in South Carolina2

Total

48,970 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

South Carolina’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

25,403 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$4.4 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

SOUTH DAKOTA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In South Dakota, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 9.1 percent since 2018.

$16 million

1

8.9% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in South Dakota2

Total

5,434 jobs

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

South Dakota’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

3,298 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$594 million
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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TENNESSEE
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Tennessee, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 12.9 percent since 2018.

$88 million

1

7.4% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Tennessee2

Total

78,640 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Tennessee’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

34,544 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$10.5 billion

$7.1 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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TEXAS
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Texas, the number of jobs created by the software
industry has increased 10.9 percent since 2018.

$2.8 billion

1

15.6% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Texas2

Total

526,167 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Texas’ economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

277,988 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$52.8 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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UTAH
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Utah, the number of jobs created by the software
industry has increased 9.1 percent since 2018.

$951 million

1

36% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Utah2

Total

138,096 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Utah’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

50,576 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$9.9 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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VERMONT
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Vermont, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 2.4 percent since 2018.

$71 million

1

30.5% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Vermont2

Total

13,020 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Vermont’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

5,508 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$1.2 billion

$1.1 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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VIRGINIA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Virginia, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 3.8 percent since 2018.

$1.4 billion

1

34.4% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Virginia2

Total

558,086 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Virginia’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

192,540 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Total Value-Added GDP

Direct Value-Added GDP

$51.6 billion

$38.4 billion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

WASHINGTON
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Washington, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 14.3 percent since 2018.

$16.8 billion

1

56.8% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Washington2

Total

610,149 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Washington’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

175,796 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$83.5 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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WEST VIRGINIA
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In West Virginia, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 3.4 percent since 2018.

$29 million

1

13.9% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in West Virginia2

Total

11,638 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

West Virginia’s economy
and workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

5,567 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$980 million
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

Software: Supporting US Through COVID

WISCONSIN
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D
R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Wisconsin, the number of jobs created by the
software industry has increased 4.2 percent since 2018.

$970 million

1

18.2% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Wisconsin2

Total

80,627 jobs
(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Wisconsin’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

47,938 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$10.7 billion
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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WYOMING
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

R&D

Software supports jobs all across today’s economy and all across the country—
from computer programmers and web designers to teachers, medical assistants,
and construction workers. In Wyoming, the total number of jobs supported by
the software industry has increased 1.9 percent since 2018.

R&D Investment by
Software Companies

Total

20.6% of
All Domestic Business
R&D in Wyoming2

$7 million

1

4,024 jobs

(includes indirect and induced impacts)

Wyoming’s economy and
workforce benefit from
software’s broad investment
in new technologies. From
deriving new value from data
analytics in local industries
to pushing next-generation
innovations like quantum
computing, the software
industry’s commitment to
R&D ensures continued
strong future growth.

Direct

1,077 jobs
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Direct Value-Added GDP

$362 million
METHODOLOGY
In 2020 the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the
official source of US economic data, made minor
revisions to its 2015–2019 estimates for GDP.
These updates are primarily due to improvements
in underlying source data provided by various
government agencies such as the US Census and
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS updates
included similar revisions to employment and
wage data for the same period.
To ensure comparability of results over time, The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) also has revised
its previous 2018 data/estimates to reflect these
official updates, resulting in minor adjustments to
the results of the 2018 study.

To estimate the total contributions of the software
industry to the US economy, The EIU analyzed
the direct contributions and estimated indirect
and induced impacts using various economic
multipliers:
(1) Direct contributions: the levels of output or
employment of the industry in question;

was affected by the direct contributions and
indirect impacts.
Data sources include The EIU, IMPLAN, National
Science Foundation, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, BLS, US Census Bureau.
1

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics and US Census
Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey, 2018
industry breakdown. Where data is not available for
2018, the most recent year is used.

2

National Science Foundation/National Center for
Science and Engineering Statistics.

(2) Indirect impacts: the inter-industry economic
activity resulting from the direct contributions
(e.g., purchases of inputs); and
(3) Induced impacts: the additional economic
activity supported by spending on goods
and services by households whose income

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.
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UNITED STATES1
JOBS
JOBS

EMPLOYMENT

In addition to providing the digital infrastructure that enabled
our personal and professional lives during the pandemic, the
software industry helped create jobs all across the economy
and all across the country. In fact, the software industry
supports 12.5 million jobs in industries outside software—jobs
in every economic sector. The total number of jobs supported
by the software industry has increased nearly 6 percent since
2018. This report, from Software.org: the BSA Foundation
and conducted in 2021 by The Economist Intelligence Unit
(EIU), captures the positive economic impact of the software
industry in the United States at the state and national level.

Total

15.8 million jobs
Direct

3.3 million jobs

GDP
Total Value-Added GDP

Software played a crucial role in enabling our lives through
the pandemic, allowing us to connect socially with friends
and family. At the same time, software helped businesses
of all sizes to continue their work, underpinning innovation
and driving growth in nearly every economic sector. Overall,
software’s contribution to total US value-added GDP has
grown more than 17 percent since 2018.

$1.9 trillion

(includes indirect and induced impacts)2

Direct Value-Added GDP

$933 billion

WAGES

R&D

Average Annual Wage for
Software Developers

R&D Investment by Software Companies

$103 billion

4

$114,270

3

All data is from 2020 unless otherwise indicated.
For definitions of “indirect” and “induced,” see www.software.org/softwarejobs.
3
US Department of Labor, Bureau of National Statistics, Occupational
Employment Statistics.
1
2

27.4% of All Domestic Business R&D in US5
National Science Foundation/National Center for Science and Engineering
Statistics and US Census Bureau, Business R&D and Innovation Survey. 2018
Industry breakdown.
5
Ibid.
4

www.software.org
The EIU compiled these data and economic impact assessments using publicly available government data, maintaining full editorial control of the process
and using industry standard approaches. Any views or opinions expressed in this document are not necessarily those of The Economist Intelligence Unit.

